
Yo Ho Ho Questions
1. Where did Fred wear his sword? Tick one. 

   on his shoulder
   on his thigh
   on his head

2. Which word in the poem rhymes with ‘hairy’? Tick one. 

   money
   trip
   scary

3. Which two adjectives are used to describe the treasure chest? Tick two. 

   mouldy 
   old 
   broken

4. Why were the pirates stinky? Tick one. 

   because they never used the sea for a dip
   because they were stuck on a tall pirate ship
   because they hunted all day for gold

5.  Look at the poem. What is Pirate Fred not good at? 

   sailing 
   sharing
   stealing



Yo Ho Ho Answers
1. Where did Fred wear his sword? Tick one. 

   on his shoulder
   on his thigh
   on his head

2. Which word in the poem rhymes with ‘hairy’? Tick one. 

   money
   trip
   scary

3. Which two adjectives are used to describe the treasure chest? Tick two. 

   mouldy 
   old 
   broken

4. Why were the pirates stinky? Tick one. 

   because they never used the sea for a dip
   because they were stuck on a tall pirate ship
   because they hunted all day for gold

5.  Look at the poem. What is Pirate Fred not good at? 

   sailing 
   sharing
   stealing
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Yo Ho Ho Questions
1. Which word in the poem rhymes with ‘hairy’?  

              

2. Draw lines to match where these items can be found. The first one has 
been done for you. 

hat on Fred’s thigh

sword on Fred’s head

patch over Fred’s eye

parrot on Fred’s shoulder

3. Why did the pirates ‘get in a flap’? Tick one. 

   because they were stinky and hairy 
   because they got lost at sea 
   because their map took them to the wrong treasure

4. What do you think the words ‘best beware’ around Pirate Fred mean?  
Tick one. 

   that you need to let out a sigh
   that you need to be careful
   that you need to hold your nose

5.  Find and copy the words that explain the colour of Fred’s hair. 
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Yo Ho Ho Answers
1. Which word in the poem rhymes with ‘hairy’?  

Scary 

2. Draw lines to match where these items can be found. The first one has 
been done for you.  

hat on Fred’s thigh

sword on Fred’s head

patch over Fred’s eye

parrot on Fred’s shoulder

3. Why did the pirates ‘get in a flap’? Tick one. 

   because they were stinky and hairy 
   because they got lost at sea 
   because their map took them to the wrong treasure

4. What do you think the words ‘best beware’ around Pirate Fred mean?  
Tick one. 

   that you need to let out a sigh
   that you need to be careful
   that you need to hold your nose

5. Find and copy the words that explain the colour of Fred’s hair. 
bright like a carrot
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Yo Ho Ho Questions
1. Draw lines to match where these items can be found. The first one has 

been done for you. 

hat on Fred’s thigh

sword on Fred’s head

patch over Fred’s eye

parrot on Fred’s shoulder

2. Why did the pirates ‘get in a flap’? Tick one. 

   because they were stinky and hairy 
   because they got lost at sea 
   because their map took them to the wrong treasure

3. Find and copy the words that explain the colour of Fred’s hair.

 

4.  What do you think the words ‘best beware’ mean?  

 
 

5. Fill in a missing word to show the pirates’ feelings. 
 
When they found the mouldy treasure, the pirates felt  

6. Would you like to be a pirate on the same ship as Fred? Give a reason for 
your answer. 
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Yo Ho Ho Answers
1. Draw lines to match where these items can be found. The first one has 

been done for you. 

hat on Fred’s thigh

sword on Fred’s head

patch over Fred’s eye

parrot on Fred’s shoulder

2. Why did the pirates ‘get in a flap’? Tick one. 

   because they were stinky and hairy 
   because they got lost at sea 
   because their map took them to the wrong treasure

3. Find and copy the words that explain the colour of Fred’s hair.

bright like a carrot

4.  What do you think the words ‘best beware’ mean?  

Accept any answer relating to:

• needing to be careful

• being wary of Pirate Fred and his stealing

5. Fill in a missing word to show the pirates’ feelings. 
 
When they found the mouldy treasure, the pirates felt   
 
Accept any of these adjectives (or their synonyms)
• disappointed
• angry
• shocked
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6. Would you like to be a pirate on the same ship as Fred? Give a reason for 
your answer. 
Accept children’s own responses that are justified with a reason related 
to the poem, e.g. ‘I would not like to be a pirate on Pirate Fred’s ship 
because they are not good at finding treasure.’   
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Yo, Ho, Ho! 
There once was a young boy called Fred,

Who wore a strange hat on his head,
Some people asked why,

And out came a sigh,
“Because I’m a pirate!” he said.

The young boy, whose last name was Barrett,
Had hair that was bright like a carrot,

Wore a patch on his eye,
And a sword on his thigh,

On his shoulder, there sat a green parrot.

He boarded a tall pirate ship,
And set off round the world on a trip,

The pirates were scary,
All stinky and hairy,

Never using the sea for a dip!

They hunted all day for some gold,
In a treasure chest broken and old,

But they got in a flap,
When they read the wrong map!

And found fish bones all covered in mould!

So, if you know Pirate Fred, best beware,
With him you should always take care,

You won’t find it funny,
When he steals all your money,

As he’s never quite learnt how to share!
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Yo, Ho, Ho! 
There once was a young boy called Fred,

Who wore a strange hat on his head,
Some people asked why,

And out came a sigh,
“Because I’m a pirate!” he said.

The young boy, whose last name was Barrett,
Had hair that was bright like a carrot,

Wore a patch on his eye,
And a sword on his thigh,

On his shoulder, there sat a green parrot.

He boarded a tall pirate ship,
And set off round the world on a trip,

The pirates were scary,
All stinky and hairy,

Never using the sea for a dip!

They hunted all day for some gold,
In a treasure chest broken and old,

But they got in a flap,
When they read the wrong map!

And found fish bones all covered in mould!

So, if you know Pirate Fred, best beware,
With him you should always take care,

You won’t find it funny,
When he steals all your money,

As he’s never quite learnt how to share!
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Copy the poem in your neatest handwriting.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yo, Ho, Ho! 
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There once was a young boy called Fred,
Who wore a  strange hat on his head,
Some people asked, “Why?”
And out came a  sigh,
“Because I’m a  pira te!” he sa id.

The young boy, whose last name was Barrett,
He had hair that was bright as a  carrot,
Wore a  patch on his eye,
And a  sword on his thigh,
On his shoulder, there sa t a  green parrot.

He boarded a  ta ll pira te ship,
And set off round the world on a  trip,
The pira tes were scary,
All stinky and hairy,
Never using the sea  for a  dip!
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They hunted all day for some gold,
In a  treasure chest broken and old,
But they got in a  flap,
When they read the wrong map,
And found fish bones a ll covered in mould!

So, if you know Pira te Fred, best beware,
With him you should a lways take care,
You won’t find it  funny,
When he steals a ll your money,
As he’s never quite learnt how to share!
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